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1. Introduction
1.1 On the DRUID project
The main target of the DRUID project was the development a transparent user interface
for full functionality DCC recorders in a stationary situation. In order to achieve this goal,
users have been involved in each phase of the user interface design process (Eggen,
Haakma & Westerink, 1991a, Eggen, Haakma & Westerink, 1991b, Haakma & Wijnen,
1993). During each phase a user interface was evaluated: first an existing DAT recorder
was tested, after that the first user interface proposal was reviewed (DCC 1) and finally the
improved user interface was evaluated (DCC 2). This report describes and motivates the
DCC 2 user interface proposal and proposes some changes based on the evaluation leading to the final DCC user interface proposal. These changes have not been tested with
users. This report does not discuss how the proposed interface could be implemented on
the target DCC hardware nor does it address software and cost consequences. These issues
are dealt with in IPO report 905 (Haakma, 1993). This report focuses on the way the functionality of DCC recorders is made available to users in a transparent way. In this respect it
is a user-centered user requirement specification (URS). This report also outlines a general
framework that can be used to design and analyze user interfaces. On the basis of this
framework the URS for the DCC 2 interface has been structured.

1.2 Structuring a User Requirement Specification
The user interface of a product covers all aspects of the product a user comes into contact
with. A User Requirement Specification (URS) tries to formulate the requirements posed
upon the product from the user's viewpoint. Therefore, in a URS all aspects of the product
users come into contact with should be defined and motivated.
As a starting point serves an overview of the intended user group for the product. It tries to
comment on questions like: what are the characteristics of the intended users, what do they
know and what do they expect of this kind of product, what do they use it for, in what setting do they use it?
After that, the global functionality of the product and the global concepts these functions
operate upon, can be defined. It is important that the functionality offered by the system
matches with what users intend to use it for (e.g. play a cassette for a cassette recorder). It
should not offer too little functionality: users get disappointed by the possibilities of the
system. It should not offer too much functionality: using the system gets more complicated without giving added value. The concepts and functions should be structured in such
a way that it matches best with the way users intuitively think about the system. Often
additional functionality is required to overcome some of the technical limitations of the
system.
The next issue is enabling users to repeatedly select and execute one of the global functions. Designing the selection strategy is i.a. guided by the expected frequency of use of
the functions and the amount of effort it takes a user to cancel the effects of a function.
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With hard-button based user-system interaction, as is the case for cassette recorders, starting the execution of a function is done by pressing a button. Multiple functions can be triggered by the same button. The precise function executed is determined by lower level
interaction concepts like status modes and switch positions. Functionality has to be added
to change these lower level concepts. These lower level functions only support the selection of higher level functions. Users will not execute these functions as a goal in itself.
By now all concepts and functionality of the system has been defined. The next step is to
make users aware of these concepts and functions. When using a system users repeatedly
go through four processes (Norman, 1984):
• intention formation:
Users becomes aware of what they want the system to do. Several levels of intentions
may arise. E.g. in order to 'play a cassette', 'switch the recorder on'.
• action selection:
An action is selected like 'pressing the on/off button' . Users expect that by executing
that action they get closer to their goal.
• action execution:
The selected action is actually executed, the on/off button is pressed.
• action evaluation:
Users check whether their action actually got them closer to their goal. E.g. by observing the display of the recorder to light up, users conclude that the system is on, that
their sub-intention of switching the recorder on has been fulfilled and that they are
closer to reaching their goal of playing a cassette.
A system should guide users in going through these phases. Intention formation and action
evaluation is enabled by supplying feedback about the status of the interaction concepts.
E.g. if the display does not light up, this may make the user form the sub-intention of
switching the system on and after pressing the on/off button the burning display confirms
the system is switched on. Action selection and execution is guided by prompting information. E.g. a labels like 'on/off' on a button gives a clue on what will happen when that
button is pressed, thus enabling users to select the button that looks most promising. After
having selected, executed and evaluated an action users will adapt their intentions to the
new situation and go through the selection, execution and evaluation phase again and
again until their ultimate goal has been fulfilled.
So in this report, after the global and lower level interaction concepts have been decided
upon, the issue of feedback has to be addressed: how to present the interaction concepts to
users and at what time in the interaction to present them in order to facilitate either intention formation or action evaluation.
And after the global and lower levelfunctionality has been decided upon, the issue of
prompting has to be addressed: how to hint users at the functionality available, at what
time in the interaction would users need a function. Also if the function executed after
pressing a button depends on some lower level interaction concepts, users have to be made
aware of this dependency.
Of coarse users should be allowed to change their mind on what they want to achieve.
5

Therefore inverse functionality should be provided whenever possible. Sometimes however it is more convenient to have explicit 'undo' functionality available for cancelling the
effects of some function.
The issues mentioned above will be dealt with in this report. Some other issues that should
be specified in a full-fledged URS are not addressed. No attention will be given to the
actual design of the product, to aspects concerning the product promoting itself nor to
installation issues. For an overview of the aspects a complete URS should address, see
McClelland, 1993.

1.3 Overview of the report
The report is structured after the aspect mentioned in the previous paragraph:
• Chapter 2 gives some general and sketchy information on the intended user group and
what is expected of an advanced, digital recorder.
• Chapter 3 defines the global interaction concepts and the global functionality.
• Chapter 4 already describes how the global concepts are presented to users.
• Chapter 5 elaborates on criteria for organizing the function selection.
• Chapter 6 defines the lower level concepts and the functionality needed for function
selection. Also the way in which these lower level concepts are presented to users is
described.
• Chapter 7 addresses the issue of prompting: the labels hinting at functionality, the layout showing the options to choose from and 'routing information' making users aware
of the relation between the lower level concepts and the global functionality.
• Chapter 8 addresses the issue of cancelling function execution.

1.4 Acknowledgments
The author would like to thank John de Vet and Tedde van Gelderen for providing valuable comments on earlier drafts of this report.
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2. Information about the intended user group
This chapter describes some characteristics of the intended user group and the context of
use of the proposed DCC recorder.

2.1 The intended user group
The intended user group is open minded towards new technologies and is willing to pay
products if perceived as beneficial (see also MR&S CE, 1993). These users have a relatively high education and got money to spend on innovative equipment. Their age is
between 20 and 40, they can read their native language as well as english.

2.2 The image of cassette recorders.
Cassettes have the image of being robust. You can find cassettes scattering around in cars
and dusty bags. CDs are more precious and handled more carefully. Users value their
recordings highly and will often buy a new blank cassette to make a new recording instead
of erasing old ones. They favor a digital cassette over analogue cassette because of the
sound quality.

2.3 What is a cassette recorder used for
Users mainly play prerecorded cassettes or self recorded copies of CDs. Also compilations
of several CDs are made. Occasionally they will record something from the radio. The
cassette recorder in the hifi set is often used for preparing cassettes for portable cassette
recorders.

2.4 What is expected of cassette recorders
A cassette recorder can play songs recorded on a cassette. With a cassette recorder one can
oneself record songs on a cassette. These are the basic ideas users have about cassette
recorders, analogue or digital.
Playing cassettes is the primary function of cassette recorders. Their recording functionality make cassette recorders unique among audio equipment. Therefore, playing and
recording are the two functions that make cassette recorders valuable to users. The purpose of all other functions generally escape users at first sight.
They take it for granted that they can easily make use of DCC recorders though having no
experience with these kind of devices. It is not expected to be more difficult than an analogue recorder.
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3. The conceptual model of the DCC 2 prototype
In this chapter the conceptual model employed in the DCC 2 prototype is described. The
first paragraph introduces the global interaction concepts users have to master in order to
comprehend the workings of the DCC 2. The second paragraph describes the functionality
operating on these concepts.

3.1 Global interaction concepts
3.1.1 Introduction
In this paragraph, the high level concepts are described in an abstract way. In what way
these concepts are presented to the user, will be discussed in chapter 4. In order to fully
explain the behavior of the DCC 2 recorder, users have to be aware of all the concepts
introduced here.

3.1.2 Concepts of the tape
A tape is of a certain length, typically one hour or one hour and a half. The total length of
the recordings is always smaller than the length of the tape.
A tape can be protected. If a tape is protected, no recordings can be made on that tape.
Making a tape protected, protects the tape against accidental recordings damaging the current tracks on the tape. Pre-recorded tapes are always protected.
A tape can be given a 12 character name. With the help of this name, users can distinguish
between tapes. Most tape names are longer than 12 characters. Thus increasing the number of characters is advisable, but for the moment we stick to 12. The concept tape name is
dropped in the final user interface proposal. This simplifies the display and the user interface. The concept is considered less relevant since the tape name is helpful for selecting a
tape, which is done before inserting it in the recorder. The main benefit of showing the
tape name is enabling users to recognize the tape currently loaded in the recorder. However, this may also be done by looking at its box or the names of the songs.
The tape end indicates until what position the tape has been formatted. A recording can
only begin at formatted tape, so no recording can be started after this end position. If during recording unformatted tape is reached, the recorder will automatically format an additional part of the tape.
tape concepts

value

tape length

90 minutes

protected

no

tape name

"my name"

tape end
57:00
TABLE 1. Tape concepts
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Note that, although a tape physically consists of two sides, the concept side is not introduced here: it is hidden for users. The tape is presented as a single long continuous
medium. This is possible because it is technically feasible to change side while playing
and recording without interrupting the music. Major benefits of dropping the concept side
are (1) more effective use of the entire tape, (2) a simplified user interface and (3) a uniform look and feel for pre-recorded and user-recorded tapes.

3.1.3 Concepts of the tracks
On a tape several tracks can be recorded. Each track on the tape has a title. A track starts
at a position on the tape and is of a certain length. Of course tracks don't overlap. Of each
track it is indicated whether it is idle or not. The final user interface proposal changes this
concept in track color: a track can be black or white.
track title

start position

track length

idle/color

"my title I"

00:00

08:12

yes/white

"my title 2"

08:25

05:45

no/black

number
2

TABLE 2. Track concepts

A track also has a number. The track number indicates the ordering of the tracks on the
tape. The track number can be computed on the basis of the start positions. The end of a
track(= start position+ track length) should never exceed the tape end.
Though DCC recorders can have more textual information available, the DCC 2 user •
interface only supports the track title information. Users selecting a track heavily rely on
the track title. The music played after the selection is made, confirms whether the right
track was selected indeed.

3.1.4 Concepts of the recorder
A tape medium does not provide random access to a recorder. The recorder can only read
or write on the tape at a single position at once. It takes time to wind from the current position to another. Therefore the concept head position is introduced. It indicates the position
on the tape currently accessible to the recorder.
Another consequence of the tape being only sequentially accessible is that the recorder
cannot easily make an inventory of the contents of the tape. If the recorder has not had the
opportunity to scan the tape, it will not know the tape contents. A flag TOC known indicates whether the recorder has 'an educated guess about the tape contents that has not been
proven incorrect'. If the TOC is unknown, skipping of idle tracks is impossible and the
recorder's assistance to users is strongly degraded simply because the system does not
possess the necessary information.
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concept

value

head position

05: 17

TOC known

yes

TABLE 3. Recorder concepts

3.1.5 Discussion
Deciding upon the concepts used in the user interface is on the one hand based on the concepts users intuitively use to discuss the system (e.g. track length) and on the other hand
on the technical (im-)possibilities of DCC recorders (e.g. head position and tape end). In
general, the global concepts are analogous to ACC or CD and thus familiar and straightforward. Exceptions are the concepts tape end and TOC known. They reflect DCC hardware imperfections that have consequences for the user interface. These concepts are
unfamiliar to users and therefore relatively hard to understand.

3.2 Functionality
This paragraph will describe the functionality offered by the DCC 2 prototype based on
the concepts introduced in the previous paragraph. Each function assumes that the TOC is
known. The behavior of the prototype in case the TOC is unknown is not specified and
needs further elaboration.
The functionality offered should deal with user needs. Each function should have a corresponding user intention. The play and record functionality are assumed to match with
intentions users spontaneously form because of their knowledge about cassette recorders.
Users need the other functions when they are not satisfied with the way the recorder plays
or records. So in case users hear songs they don't like, they may want to skip or erase
these songs or if users don't agree with the way a new recording is divided into tracks,
they may want to split and connect tracks. Users are not very likely to find out the purpose
of the function called scan tape contents (see paragraph 3.2.8). This function reflects primarily the system's need to known the contents of the tape. A secondary effect is that if
the TOC is known, the recorder has more information to assist users better. Therefore the
need for this function will have to be triggered explicitly by the system.
The DCC 2 prototype was designed to support full functionality. The functionality presented here, covers most of the functionality possible for DCC. No alternative functionality will be discussed. However a motivation will be given for each function.
For each function a description is given ( 1) of its behavior, (2) of the purpose it serves, (3)
of the preconditions that have to be fulfilled before the function can be successfully triggered and (4) of the cancellation possibilities.

3.2.1 Play( from: a tape position, while: skipping some tracks)
Behaviour: This function plays the tracks on the tape from the tape position indicated. It is
also indicated whether all tracks should be played or whether the idle tracks should be
skipped. In the final proposal it is indicated whether all tracks, only the white tracks or
10

only the black tracks should be played. In this way users can make the recorder skip tracks
they are bored with. However, the ordering of the tracks cannot be altered because this can
cause long and frequent winding between songs. Erased parts of the tape and idle tracks
will be skipped at maximum speed in order to prevent long silences between songs. If the
head position is not on the indicated tape position, the recorder will first wind to that tape
position and then start playing.
Purpose: This is the main function of tape recorders. Recorded songs can be played back
at a later stage. A mechanism is introduced for skipping tracks users a bored with, a limited way of programming.
Preconditions: The play function can only be successfully executed if there are still some
unskipped tracks on the tape after the tape position.
Cancellation: The play function can be cancelled by the stop function. During playback
the tape position (from:) as well as the skip-setting (while:) can be adjusted by the user. In
the final proposal this function can also be interrupted by the black/white track function. If
the head position is not on the indicated tape position, the recorder will first wind to that
tape position and then start or resume playback.
tape concepts

value

tape end

57:00

head position

05 :17

TOC known

yes
TABLE 4. Status before playback

tape concepts

value

tape end

57:00

head position

57:00

TOC known

yes

TABLE 5. Status after playback

3.2.2 Skip/unskip( a track) or black/white track
Behaviour: The skip function marks the indicated track as 'going to be skipped'. The unskip function marks the track as 'no longer being skipped'.

In the final proposal these two functions are combined: black/white track. It changes the
colour of the indicated track from black into white or vice versa. This function can also be
used during playback. This function does not impose requirements on the head position; it
can be executed immediately.
Purpose: The main purpose of this function is to provide the means for limited programming without a minimum of winding. The 'while:' option of the play function makes it
possible for the user to switch in this programming mechanism.
Precondition: This function requires the TOC to be known.
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Cancellation: This function is executed instantaneously and therefore cannot be interrupted.
track title

start position

track length

idle/color

"my title l"

00:00

08 :12

no/black

number

TABLE 6. Status before skipping track 1
track title

start position

track length

idle/color

"my title l"

00:00

08 :12

yes/white

number

TABLE 7. Status after skipping track 1

3.2.3 Record( from: a source, start at: a tape position)
Behaviour: The record function records music from an external source onto the tape. Users have to indicate the recording source like CD or tuner. Because users are normally not
aware of the hifi-set interconnections and their characteristics, but know well the components the set consists of, the source has to be indicated and not some input plug. The audio
set will set up the necessary connections. The recording starts at the indicated tape position. If the head position is not on that tape position, the recorder will first finish winding
and then start the recording.

In order to make recording as simple as possible for users, the recording function is highly
automated: The recorder will start recording as soon as music is received. If necessary the
recorder will start the recording source. Splitting the recording into tracks will be done automatically. If the end of the tape has been reached or the source produces no music any
more, recording is stopped.
In our experiments, some users indicated they would like to indicate the end position of a
recording. They feared losing some of their precious previous recordings. This feature was
not incorporated because it severely complicated the user interface: two tape positions
have to be indicated instead of one.
Purpose: The record function enables storage of songs for later playback.
Precondition: The record function can only be successfully executed if the tape is not protected and the indicated tape position is before the tape end.
Cancellation: The record function can be aborted by the stop function.
track title

start position

track length

idle/color

"my title l"

00:00

08:12

yes/white

"my title 2"

08:25

07:20

no/black

2

"my title 3"

15:45

02:38

yes/white

3

"my title 4"

18:23

07:28

no/black

4

TABLE 8. Status before record started at 15:45

12

number

track title

start position

track length

idle/color

number

"my title l"

00:00

08:12

yes/white

1

"my title 2"

08:25

07:20

no/black

2

"my title 3a"

15:45

03 :21

no/black

3

"my title 3b"

19:06

04:40

no/black

4

no/black

5

"my title 4"

01 :55
23 :56
TABLE 9. Status after recording stopped at 23:56

3.2.4 Erase( from: a tape position)
Behaviour: The erase function erases (a part of) a track from the tape. The tape position
should be at the beginning or in the middle of a track. The track will be erased starting
from the indicated tape position onwards until the end of track is reached. If the head position is not on the tape position, the recorder will wind to that tape position before erasing
the track.
Purpose: The purpose of this function is to enable users to remove unwanted tracks from
the tape.
Precondition: The erase function can only be successfully executed if the tape is not protected and the indicated tape position is at the beginning or in the middle of a track.
Cancellation: The erase function can be aborted by the stop function. The remainder of the
track will still be still on tape.
track title

start position

track length

idle/color

number

"my title I"

00:00

08:12

yes/white

I

"my title 2"

08:25

07:20

no/black

2

"my title 3"

15:45

02:38

yes/white

3

TABLE 10. Status before erasing from 10:00
track title

start position

track length

idle/color

number

"my title I"

00:00

08:12

yes/white

1

"my title 2"

08:25

01 :35

no/black

2

"my title 3"

15:45

02:38

yes/white

3

TABLE 11. Status after erasing from 10:00

3.2.5 Connect( at: a tape position)
Behaviour: The connect function combines two adjacent tracks into a single track. The
tape position indicates the end of the first track and the beginning of the second one. If the
head position is not on the indicated tape position, the recorder will wind to that tape position before connecting the two tracks.
Purpose: The main purpose of this function is to enable users to change the default track
partitioning resulting from the recording function.
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Precondition: The tape position should indicate the end of the first track and the beginning
of the second one. The tape should not be protected.
Cancellation: The connect function cannot be interrupted.
track title

start position

track length

idle/color

"my title 1"

00:00

08:12

yes/white

"my title 2"

08:25

07:20

no/black

2

"my title 3"

15:45

02:38

yes/white

3

number

number

TABLE 12. Status before connecting at 15:45
track title

start position

track length

idle/color

"my title l"

00:00

08:12

yes/white

"my title 2"
09:58
08:25
TABLE 13. Status after connecting at 15:45

no/black

2

3.2.6 Split( at: a tape position)
Behaviour: The split function splits a track into two adjacent tracks. The indicated tape position indicates the end of the first track and the beginning of the second track. Therefore it
is required that the tape position is in the middle of a track. If the head position is not on
the tape position, the recorder will wind to that tape position before splitting the two
tracks.
Purpose: The main purpose of this function is to enable users to change the default track
partitioning resulting from the recording function. It is the inverse function of connect.
Precondition: The tape position has to be in the middle of a track. The tape should not be
protected.
Cancellation: The split function cannot be interrupted.

Remark: Split and connect undo each others effect. Therefore, in the final proposal the
track title and idle indication are restored too in case connect is immediately followed by
split at the same tape position!
track title

start position

track length

idle/color

number

"my title 1"

00:00

08:12

yes/white

1

08:25
09:58
TABLE 14. Status before splitting at 15:45

no/black

2

track title

start position

track length

idle/color

number

"my title l"

00:00

08:12

yes/white

"my title 2"

08:25

07:20

no/black

2

no title

15:45

yes/white

3

"my title 2"

02:38
TABLE 15. Status after splitting at 15:45
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3.2.7 Rename( what: the tape or a track, with: new name)
Behaviour: The rename function changes the name of the tape or a track to the new name.
In the final proposal the concept 'tape name' has been dropped. Therefore, the option of
renaming the tape has been skipped. If the head position is not on the beginning of the indicated track, the recorder will wind to that tape position before renaming the track.
Purpose: During recording the source normally does not supply the track names. This
function enables users to supply or change these names manually. Track names are important for retrieving specific recordings.
Precondition: The new name should differ from the old one. The tape should not be protected.
Cancellation: The rename function cannot be interrupted.
track title

start position

track length

00:00
08:12
TABLE 16. Status before renaming track 1
start position

number

yes/white

old title

track title

idle/color

track length

08:12
00:00
TABLE 17. Status after renaming track 1

idle/color

number

yes/white

new title

3.2.8 Scan/forget tape contents
Behaviour: The function scan tape contents scans the entire tape to make an inventory of
the contents of the tape. This function is necessary because the recorder may be unaware
of the tape contents or be misinformed about it. In case users detect this, they can force the
recorder to update its information by (re-)scanning the tape. The function forget tape contents forces the recorder to forget its information about the tape contents. In the final interface proposal this function is dropped because it is very unlikely that users will ever form
the intention of letting the recorder forget the TOC. They would rather make the recorder
rescan the tape.
Purpose: This function is a result from the technical imperfection of DCC recorders that
the table of contents is not guaranteed to be in line with the actual tape contents. In case
the recorder knows the TOC, it can assist users better.
Precondition: None.
Cancellation: The function scan tape contents can be aborted by the stop function.
tape concepts

value

TOC known

yes

TABLE 18. Status after scanning the tape contents
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4. Feedback: presenting the interaction concepts to users
In chapter 3 the global interaction concepts and functionality of the DCC 2 prototype are
described in an abstract way. The interface has to present these concepts to users in order
to support them in forming their high level intention and enabling them to check whether
their goals have been met. The first paragraph of this chapter describes the way in which
the high level interaction concepts are presented to users. Because the execution of some
functions are not instantaneous, the system should also enable users to monitor function
execution. The second paragraph describes the way the progress of function execution is
animated to users.

4.1 feedback on the interaction concepts
In order to fully understand the behavior of the DCC 2 interface, users have to be aware of
the interaction concepts. These concepts help users to form their intentions (e.g. find a
position on the tape to start a new recording), to explain the system behavior (e.g. error
messages in case preconditions are not satisfied) and to enable users to evaluate to what
extent the system met their intentions. To enable the formation and evaluation of intentions the system has to present to users those concepts that can be changed by some function (e.g. the track configuration) or in case this is not possible, give users easy access to
these concepts (e.g. showing all track names is impossible but users have access to each
one of them by winding the tape) . It is important that the presented concepts are easily
understood by users.
Of course, the most relevant feedback from a recorder is its audio feedback. However it is
hard for users to get an overview of a tape only by listening to it. Therefore the DCC 2
interface presents most of its interaction concepts on the display (See Figure 1).

• •
• •

. . . . . . . . . . gershwin ... .
.. start.4.rhapsody ... .
14:46

-.-20:15

D90

------11111------~~~~FIGURE 1. Display used in the DCC 2 interface
The target position (black arrrow at 20: 15) indicates the beginning of track number 4
named "rhapsody". The 90 minutes (D90) tape name is called "gershwin". The head
position (grey arrow at 14:46) is winding towards the target position. The graphical tape
representation shows all tracks by grey and white boxes.
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4.1.1 Graphical tape representation
At the bottom part of the display the configuration of the tape is made visible by a graphical representation of the tape and its tracks. Tracks are presented as boxes. By showing the
position of a box on a line, the position of a track on a tape is made clear. The length of the
box indicates the length of the track. The music itself it not shown visually; it is accessible
by playing the tape.
The color coding of the tracks (white or grey) generally indicates which tracks are
involved in function execution and depends on the function selected in combination with
the target position. In 'play tracks' mode combined with the option 'skip idle' selected, in
'tape contents' mode and in 'select idle tracks' mode (see also paragraph 6.4.1 and 6.4.2),
the track color indicates whether a track is skipped or not. The skipping information does
not have to presented in case users have indicated they are not involved in playing or programming. By having two grey levels, a distinction is made between the tracks that have
already been involved in the current function and those that will be processed in future.
The grey arrow indicates the head position on the tape. The black arrow indicates the target position, a lower level concept to be discussed in paragraph 6.4.3.
The tape end is indicated by a change of thickness of the bottom line.
Representing the tape spatially is close to the intuitive ideas users have about 'tracks on a
tape'. It also gives users a good idea about the configuration of the tape, the length of
tracks, the distance between tape locations and the gaps on the tape available for recording. However, this graphical representation is less precise with respect to tape position and
track length than a numerical representation of these data. Users however seldom need this
precise information. For most user intentions, the graphical information is accurate
enough.

4.1.2 Precise tape position information
In the middle, the number '14:46' indicates the precise head position on the tape. The
arrow before the number should enable users to link the approximate head position as
shown in the graphical representation and the precise head position presented numerically:
the same information is presented in two different ways. In the same way the number
'20: 15' indicates its precise target position on the tape. The term D90 indicates the tape
length: 90 minutes.

4.1.3 Tape and track name
On the top line of the display, the tape name is shown ( 'gershwin' ). The second line displays the track name of the track indicated by the target position ('rhapsody') in combination with its track number ('4'). The word 'start' indicates that the target arrow is at the
beginning of the track. Due to the limited size of the display it is not feasible to display all
track names simultaneously. The winding functionality (next and previous, see paragraph
6.4.3) makes is possible to scan through all the names of the tracks and offers a solution to
the problem that only a single track name can be on display at once.
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4.1.4 Feedback on the remaining interaction concepts
Being able to show all this information about the tape, means that the recorder knows the
TOC of the tape. The concept protected is not represented on the display. Users will be
made aware of this concept by error messages.

4.1.5 Final display
Though most concepts represented on the display were immediately understood by users,
it was also clear from the DCC 2 interface evaluation that improvements were possible:
the concept tape end remained unnoticed (though this never led to trouble), the accurate
timing of the head position was not used and accurate timing information needed was not
available (track length and remaining track time). Also the term 'D90' did not make any
sense to users.
On the basis of the DCC 2 experiment, a new display has been designed. The display of
the final proposal is show in Figure 2.

12 RHAPSODY.

• • •

playing

recording
erasing
scanning

<

><><>length

10: 46

FIGURE 2. Display of the final user interface proposal
The tape is represented more coarsely. The target position (black arrow) points at the
beginning of track number 12 named 'rhapsody'. That track is 10:46 long. The recorder
is playing and the head position is moving to the right.

On the top of the display the track name and number are shown. The concept tape name
has been dropped since this information is used during tape selection taking place before
inserting the cassette in the recorder.
The graphical representation has been retained, but its resolution has been brought back to
a minimum. Each pixels represents 30 seconds of tape. Since most tracks are longer than
two minutes, often more than four pixels are available for creating a track box. In case
tracks are recorded smaller than 2 minutes, the representation is unable to show a box. It
should be indicated that at that position the tape is crowded (like word processors greek
text too small to display) . This could be done by showing only the long bar and not its cor18

responding dot. Only some additional user testing can prove whether this solution gives a
crowded impression indeed. The distinction between past and future by two grey levels
has been dropped. The color of a box always corresponds to the color concept of the track.
The approximate head position is shown in the representation by a blinking arrow. The
precise head position is not on display since users did not need it. The target position is
still indicated by a black arrow.
The concept tape end is also no longer shown. The winding behavior of the system will
guarantee that a recording cannot start at unformatted virgin tape. So the precondition of
record is always fulfilled and the user no longer has to be made aware of the concept for
explaining system behavior.
For user recordable tapes, the tape length is on the cassette. It is no longer displayed. The
(remaining) length of a track or a gap is displayed numerically. This is information users
needed: what is the (remaining) length of a track, what is the (remaining) time available
for recording. The accurate timing information is only needed for some special tasks: for
copying tracks to another tape and for recording tracks on the tape. The numerical information provided has been adapted to these tasks.

4.2 feedback on function execution
When a user triggers a function, the system has to show it is executing that function. This
enables users to detect whether the system meets their intentions and makes it possible for
users to learn the system by linking their own actions to the observable system behavior.
Of course the changes of the interaction concepts caused by function execution are visible
on the display. If function execution is not instantaneous, the progress of the execution is
shown to the users:
•while playing, the head of the recorder is moving along the tape;
• while recording, the newly created track becomes visible while the old ones gradually
disappear;
•while erasing, the track involved gradually disappears;
• while scanning, the graphical representation is gradually built up.
For audio equipment, also sound is an important medium for providing feedback: sound
indicates that something is happening. During playback the songs are played to the users.
While recording, the sound recorded is made audible. The start and the end of the recording function are indicated by a sound. The same 'acknowledge' sound is being used for the
(relatively) short functions as connect, split, rename and skip/unskip. It indicates the
moment the function is actually executed. There is no information in the sound indicating
which function is being executed. While erasing, the DCC 2 produces the sound of a vacuum cleaner. This sound helps users to realize immediately what is happening. While
scanning, the ordinary, mechanical winding sounds are produced by the recorder.
Immediate feedback that function execution is started is given by LEDs on the global activation buttons ('execute', 'play' and 'confirm'). These LEDs also help in convincing users
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that function execution is automatically going to happen as soon as the winding has finished. From the DCC 2 evaluation it was clear that users needed more immediate feedback
on what function is being executed. Therefore in the final display, four fields are added to
indicate that the recording is really playing, recording, erasing or scanning. In addition,
two times three arrows are introduced indicating the speed and direction of the movement
of the head position: another indication that execution is in progress.
In case a function is triggered but its preconditions are not satisfied, an error message is
displayed at the top of the display. In order to let users know the function cannot be executed and to get the attention of the user towards the display, an error sound is also produced. This works fine, hardly any error messages are missed. The error messages
indicates what violation has been detected. The experiment showed that this information
what not enough. Users had trouble understanding the message. It should also address
what buttons help to overcome the problem. Having an error message on the screen, users
formed the intention of getting rid of it. Though users could not find a function for removing the message, they did not run into trouble (though they were a bit confused) because
any button did the job.
In the construction of error message a diagnosis is made about what users wanted to
achieve and what they overlooked. In the DCC 2 one of the messages turned out to be
completely wrong: In case the 'execute' buttons was pressed in 'play tracks' mode, an
error message is given pointing out that the 'play' activation button has to be used. The
assumption was that users wanted to play but accidentally used the wrong activation button . The experiments showed that most often users pressed the right activation button but
forgot to select the right mode. Therefore the error message was not of much help: it
should have pointed out that another mode had to be selected.
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5. Criteria for organizing function selection
In chapter 3 the global interaction concepts and functionality have been defined. Next
issue is how to enable users to select and execute a global function. For function selection
users have several buttons and switches at their disposal. Users are familiar with these
kind of input devices. So the elementary interaction between user and recorder will cause
no problem. Getting users to press the right sequence of buttons in order to select the function that matches their goals is what the front panel is designed for.
In this chapter some criteria will be discussed that influences the way in which function
selection and execution is organized.

5.1 Frequency of use
First criterion is frequency of use: what functions are often used and which ones only
rarely. If a functions is used more often, it should be faster accessible in order to increase
efficiency of use.
The play function is estimated to be most frequently used, followed by the skip/unskip
functions. The other functionality will not be used very often. The ranking of the frequency of use is estimated as shown in Table 19.
frequency of use
(estimated ranking)

function

1

play

2

skip/unskip track or black/white track

3

record

4

split, connect, erase, rename

5

scan/forget tape contents

TABLE 19. Ranking of the functions with respect to frequency of use

5.2 Impact
A second criterion to be considered is the impact of a function: how easily can the effect
of a function be undone. In case of severe consequences, the system has to be absolutely
sure the user wants to execute that function. Therefore additional confirmation from the
user may be necessary. In case of minor consequences, the system can execute the function immediately. Users can detect the unwanted effects and easily take corrective actions.
Table 19 ranks the functions on impact.

5.3 Effect on the tape
The functions can be divided into two groups: functions changing the information on the
tape and those that don't.
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impact
(ranking)

functions

I

record, erase

2

split, connect, rename

3

forget tape contents

4

play, skip/unskip track or black/white
track, scan tape contents

TABLE 20. Ranking of the functions with respect to impact
change tape

functions

yes

record, erase, split, connect, rename

no

play, skip/unskip track or black/white
track, scan/forget tape contents

TABLE 21. Function grouping by their effect on the tape

5.4 Task structure
The functions can be ordered with respect to their role in the task structure. First, one has
to be sure the recorder is rightly informed about what is on the tape (i.e. scan tape contents). After that a recording can be made (record). If that recording is not correctly
divided into tracks, one has to edit the track configuration (split, connect and erase). If all
tracks are on the right position on the tape, the tracks can be given a name (rename). If certain tracks need to be 'temporarily' made inactive, they can be made idle (skip/unskip).
After that the recorder is ready for playing (play).
task step

function

I

scan tape contents

2

record

3

erase, split, connect

4

rename

5

skip/unskip track or black/white track

6

play

TABLE 22. Function ordering in task structure

5.5 Number of options
The number of options to select from is also important for the organization of the interaction structure. Directly selecting a function by pressing a button (direct access) is feasible
in case the number of options is small. If the number of options is growing and exceeding
the acceptable number of buttons, alternative selection strategies employing lower level
interaction concepts are required: a trigger button triggers a function, the precise function
executed depends on some lower level interaction concepts, these concepts can be manipulated by some other buttons (see also De Vet, 1993).
An example of such a selection strategy is the 'select and trigger' strategy. The options to
choose from are organized in a list, two buttons 'up' and 'down' are used to walk through
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that list and a trigger button is introduced to start function execution. This strategy comes
in handy if the number of valid options depends on the status of the system. Selecting
invalid options, and thus user errors, can be prevented. However, reducing the number of
buttons this way is not without consequence. In the 'select and trigger' strategy the number of actions the users has to undertake is larger than in the direct-access strategy. Also
the feedback requirements are higher since the system has to inform the user about the
currently selected option, and the prompting requirements are higher since the user has to
be made aware that the effect of the trigger button depends on the option selected.
The DCC 2 interface has to offer a selection strategy for the global functionality as
described in chapter 3. A full selection is made in case users have indicated the function to
be executed and the arguments of that function 1. Therefore users have to supply the following information:
• select a function: scan tape contents, forget tape contents, record, erase, split, connect,
rename tape, rename track, skip, unskip and play;
• indicate whether the idle/black/white tracks should be played or skipped in case the
function selected is play;
• indicate a recording source in case the function selected is record;
• indicate a tape position in case the function selected is play, record, erase, connect or
split.
• indicate a track in case the function selected is skip, unskip or rename track;
• indicate a new name in case the function selected is rename tape or rename track.
Now for each item the number of options is calculated and it is indicated whether the number of options is fixed or context dependant:
• The number of options to choose from for function selection is fixed and relatively
small (11 ). The same holds for indicating the track selection (2 or 3) and the recording
source (about 4).
• Though the number of options for a new name is also fixed, the number of possible
names is hu~e (12 characters, each character can be a letter, a space or a digit thus
(26+1+10) 1 =6.6 10 18 options).
• The number of tape positions is large and depends on the length of the tape loaded in
the recorder (>10~ for a 90 minutes tape).
• The number of tracks is relative small and depends on the contents of the tape (maximum 99, typically< 25).
This means that function selection can be done by introducing a limited number of buttons. Selection of a track and a tape position could be done using some kind of 'up' and
I. Attention! This makes that the way the global functionality is structured, is reflected in the selection strategy. Structuring the global functionality differently, e.g. for the programming facility, would lead to another
selection strategy. Therefore it is important that the functionality is structured according to the way users
intuitively think about the functionality.
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'down' buttons. Entry of a name will either take a long sequence of actions from users or
take a lot of buttons.
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6. Lower level functionality and its activation
6.1 Introduction
In order to prevent accidental recording and editing of the tape, a 'select and trigger' interaction strategy was chosen: first the user has to select the function and its attributes, after
that the user has to activate function execution explicitly.

The only exception to this rule is the play function: it is used so often that users have to be
able to trigger it immediately. Since the play function is the most frequently used function,
efficiency of the interaction becomes more important. Accidentally playing part of a tape
has no severe consequences, so error prevention is not an issue. Just as the play function
also the skip/unskip function does not have severe consequences. Therefore a 'select and
trigger' strategy for this function is not strictly necessary. In the DCC 2 it has been applied
for consistency reasons. In retrospect however it would be nice if users could change the
color of a track during playback. Therefore this strategy has been abandoned in the final
proposal for the black/white track function.
The activation button of the play function is the 'play' button. The activation button of the
skip/unskip function is the 'confirm' button. All other functions are activated by the 'execute' button. In the final proposal the black/white track function is triggered immediately
by the 'black/white track' button.
Since multiple functions are triggered by the same button, additional information decides
which specific function is executed. This additional information consists of lower-level
concepts. In the next paragraph these concepts are introduced. After that the mapping of
the lower level concepts to the global functionality is defined. Finally the functionality is
described that enables users to change these lower level concepts. The way in which these
concepts are presented to users and how they are triggered is also defined.

6.2 Lower level concepts
A number of lower level concepts have been introduced to provide enough information for
full function selection: the mode, for each mode a switch, the target arrow and a new name
together with a cursor (see Table 23)
In the final proposal the concepts switch 'tape contents', switch 'rename', switch 'select
idle tracks' and the mode option 'select idle tracks' have been dropped.

6.3 Mapping lower level concepts to global functions
These lower level interaction concepts and together with the activation buttons fully determine the global function to be executed: see Table 24. The mode in combination with its
corresponding switch determines the function to be executed, in case a tape position or
track is needed, the target position indicates it, in case the tape name or a track name is
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concept

status options

mode

tape contents, record, edit track,
rename, play tracks, select idle tracks

switch 'tape contents'

scan, forget

switch 'record'

CD, cassette, radio, other

switch 'edit track'

erase, connect, split

switch 'rename'

tape, track

switch 'play back'

play all, skip idle

switch 'select idle tracks'

yes, no

target position

00:00 - tape end

new name

12 characters: a-z, 0-9, space

cursor position

1-12

TABLE 23. lower level concepts

changed, the new name will be used. In case the user triggers the play function while the
mode is not 'play tracks', the system will automatically adjust the mode.
In case a precondition for a global function has not been satisfied a error message is provided. The function will not be executed of course.

6.4 Lower level functionality
This paragraph describes the lower level functionality. The behavior, preconditions and
cancellation are defined as has been done in paragraph 3.2 for the global functionality. In
addition the activation buttons are defined as has been done in the previous paragraph for
the global functions. Also the way in which feedback is supplied to users about the status
of the lower level concepts is presented. For the global interaction concepts this issue was
addressed in chapter 4.

6.4.1 Change mode( to: new mode)
Behavior: The function Change mode( to: new mode) sets the concept mode to the indicated mode.
Precondition: None.
Cancelation: None.
Activation: Changing the mode is done by pressing one of 6 mode buttons labelled 'tape
contents', 'record', 'edit track' and 'rename', 'play tracks' and 'select idle track'. So
pressing the button 'play tracks' sets the mode to 'play tracks' and pressing the button
'record' sets the mode to 'record' .
Feedback: The mode currently selected is indicated by a burning LED incorporated in the
activation button. Changing the active mode causes the LED of the previous mode to be
switched off and the LED of the new mode to be switched on.
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global function

trigger button

relevant lower level concepts

play( from: a tape position,
while: skipping some tracks)

'play'

switch 'play tracks'= skipping some tracks
target position = a tape position
side effect: set mode to 'play tracks'

skip( a track)

'confirm'

mode= 'select idle tracks'
switch 'select idle tracks' =yes
target position indicates a track

unskip( a track)

'confirm'

mode= 'select idle tracks'
switch 'select idle tracks' =no
target position indicates a track

black/white track

'black/white track'

target position indicates a track

record( from: a source,
to: a tape position)

'execute'

mode= 'record'
switch 'record' = a source
target position =a tape position

erase( a tape position)

'execute'

mode= 'edit'
switch 'edit' = erase
target position = a tape position

connect( a tape position)

'execute'

mode = 'edit'
switch 'edit' =connect
target position = a tape position

split( a tape position)

'execute'

mode= 'edit'
switch 'edit' = split
target position = a tape position

rename( the tape, new name)

'execute'

mode = 'rename'
switch 'rename' =tape
new name = new name

rename( a track, new name)

'execute'

mode= 'rename'
switch 'rename' =track
new name = new name

scan tape contents

'execute'

mode= tape contents
switch 'tape contents' =scan

forget tape contents

'execute'

mode = tape contents
switch 'tape contents' =forget

TABLE 24. mapping lower level concepts to global functionality

Remarks: From the evaluation is was clear that users not only wanted to change the mode
but also formed the intention to switch the selected mode off. In the final proposal therefore, the user can also press the active button again resulting in changing to the default
mode 'play tracks'.

6.4.2 Change switch( which switch, to: new status)
Behavior: The function Change switch( which switch, to: new status) sets the indicated
switch to the new status.
Precondition: None.
Cancelation: None.
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Activation: The six switch concepts are implemented by six switches. By turning the
switch the status of the corresponding concept is changed.
Feedback: The position of the switch indicates the current status of the concept.
Remarks: Users are familiar with switches. It is obvious to users which option is currently
selected, what other options are available and how to adjust a switch.

6.4.3 Adjusting the target position
Why introduce the concept target position
Current cassette recorders use the head position for selecting a tape position. The advantage of this is that function execution can be started immediately since the head position is
always on the tape position. Disadvantage is that if users have a certain position in mind,
they have to wait until the head arrives at that position.
The DCC 2 does not use the head position but introduces a new concept: the target position. This target position indicates the desired tape position at which function execution
should start. If the head position is not yet on the target position when the function is triggered by the user, the system will finish winding before executing the function. In this way
the user can already leave the system without having to wait until the function can be triggered. The disadvantage of tape recorders that users have to wait until the recorder has finished winding, is resolved in this way! To play the entire tape, users only have to press
'begin' immediately followed by 'play'.
So the user manipulates the target position. As soon as the head position is not on the target position, the system will immediately wind the head position towards that target position. Users can immediately activate the intended global function. The system will start
executing the function immediately after the winding is finished.
Frequency of use
The most probable target positions are, in the right order:
• the beginning of the tape for playing the entire tape;
• the beginning of a track for playing, renaming, erasing and so on;
• the end of the last track for recording without erasing existing recordings;
• the end of a track for starting a recording after the last track to be preserved;
• a position in the middle of a track for splitting it.
Functionality for manipulating the target position
Six functions are provided for winding/manipulating the target position: begin and end,
forward and backward, next and previous.

• begin and end
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Behavior: The function begin sets the target position at the beginning of the tape. The
function end sets the target at the end of the last track on the tape.
Precondition: The target position is not at the beginning or end of the tape.
Activation: These functions are activated by the buttons labelled 'begin' and 'end'.
• forward and backward
Behavior: The functions forward and backward moves the target position forwards and
backwards at winding speed for some period of time.
Precondition: The target position has to be on the head position. This precondition is
added because it enables to make the music on the tape audible (at high speed). In this way
positioning the target location at a specific position for splitting a track is made easier.
Unfortunately current DCC hardware is unable to support ' playing during winding'.
Activation: These functions are activated by the buttons labelled 'forward' and 'backward'. The amount of time the target position has to move is indicated by the length of
time these buttons are hold down. The winding starts as soon as the buttons is down, the
winding stops when the button is released.
• next and previous
Behavior: In the DCC 2 interface the functions next and previous are for setting the target
position to the beginning of the next or previous track. However, in record mode, these
buttons would make the target position jump to the end of the next or previous track, since
this seems more appropriate for that task.
The experiments showed that user did not realize that the winding behavior differed in
record mode. We also observed that most users first selected the appropriate target position
before selecting the mode. These two observations combined, caused users to get into
trouble: while preparing the recorder for recording they were unable to let the recorder
wind to the end of a track with the help of the 'previous' and 'next' buttons because
'record' mode was not yet made active and the end of that track did not coincide with the
beginning of the next track. They solved this problem by using the 'backward' and 'forward' keys.
In the final DCC proposal the winding behavior has been made independent of the active
button: The 'next' function always winds to the next begin or end position of a track
whichever is closest to the current target position. The 'previous' function always winds to
the previous begin or end position of a track whichever is closest to the current target position. In case of gaps between tracks this behavior may be surprising to users. Yet the feedback will make them realize this and adapt to this behavior. The only exception to the rule
is during play: only the beginning of a track is a valid target position.
A last remark with respect to these keys is that pressing 'previous' in the middle of a track,
caused the target position to be set to the beginning of that track (similarly in record mode
'next' jump to the end of that track). At first this came as a surprise to some users since
this behavior does not match with the label, later on they simply accepted this behavior.
Only while playing a track and then using 'previous' several times caused problems since
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target position kept jumping the beginning of the very same track. A time out could solve
this problem.
Precondition: There has to be a next or previous target position: next is not available when
the target position is at the end of the last track and previous is not applicable the target
position is at the beginning of the tape.
Activation: These functions are activated by the buttons labelled 'next' and 'previous'. If
the users keeps holding these buttons down, the target will repeatedly jump to the next of
previous tape position. This feature comes in handy if you want to wind to a specific track.
Since no numeric keypad is provided, this feature diminishes the number of times the user
has to press 'next' of 'previous' .
Feedback on the target position
The target position is indicated in the display by a black arrow. Manipulation of the target
position is made visible immediately and user can check whether the target position is at
the position they want. If the head position is not on the target position, the head position
is also made visible by a grey (or blinking) arrow. In this way the winding time is indicated to users as the distance between the two arrows. See figure 1 on page 16 and figure 2
on page 18. An error sound is produced by the recorder in case the target position cannot
be moved to the indicated position. A problem with forward and backward is that these
functions have no effect when their activation buttons are pressed and immediately
released. Users often do this since this is the normal way to operate buttons! No error message is given in case 'backward' or 'forward' is pressed during winding.
Cancellation
When the recorder is winding the 'stop' button forces the recorder to stop winding immediately: the target position is set to the current head position.

6.4.4 Changing the new name
For renaming the tape or a track users have the opportunity to change the current name of
the track. Providing the user with a keyboard is not feasible. A minimum number of keys
should be employed to facilitate this infrequently used function. Therefore the cursor concept is introduced: the cursor indicates the character in the name to be changed. Four functions are available to the user: move the cursor to the left and to the right, change the
character indicated by the cursor to the next and previous character in the option list.

•move cursor( to the left), move cursor( to the right)
Behavior: Moves the cursor one character to the left or to the right.
Precondition: If the cursor indicates the left most character, it cannot be moved to the left.
If the cursor indicates the right most character, it cannot be moved to the right. These functions are only available in case the selected mode is 'rename'.
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Activation: These functions are activated by the buttons labelled 'left' and 'right'. If the
user holds the 'left' or 'right' button down, the corresponding function is repeated for as
long as the button is depressed.
Feedback: The cursor consists of a small bar underneath the character indicated. It is made
only visible in 'rename' mode. In case the functions are activated in another mode, the
recorder will not respond. An error sound is provided in case the user tries to move the
cursor beyond the 12 character name.
Cancelation: None.
Remark: These functions can be seen as lower level functions with respect to the (more
global) function of changing a character in the new name.

• change character( to previous character) and change character( to next character)
Behavior: These functions change the character indicated by the cursor to the previous or
next character in the option list. The option list contains the alphabet in lower case, the
space and the ten digits.
Precondition: These functions are only available in case the selected mode is 'rename' .
Activation: These functions are activated by the turning the rotary switch labelled 'a-z, 09' to the left or to the right. By turning the rotary switch, the user is able to scroll through
the cyclic option list in a rapid way.
Feedback: The character at the cursor position is changed to the next or previous option.
In case the mode is not 'rename', the recorder does not respond.
Cancelation: None.
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7. Prompting: assistance for action selection
7 .1 Introduction
Until now the global and lower-level interactions concepts have been defined Also the
functionality operating on these concepts are defined. Function execution is made possible
because the buttons used in the interface have been indicated: the activation buttons. The
way in which the interaction concepts are presented to the user in order to support intention formation and evaluation has also been described. This chapter deals with the remaining issue: how to support users with action selection.
Prompting information has to assist users on deciding what button to press. In order to
make a selection, users have to form expectations about what will happen when a button is
pressed. These expectations are partly formed by previous experience ('play' lets the
recorder play the cassette) and learning (last time this button was pressed, this and that
happened). But also symmetry helps: similar buttons have similar effects. And labeling is
important for indicating what function will be triggered. Labels have to make users realize
that this button/switch has something to do with what they want and the others don't.
Users select the button that they expect matches their intentions best.
So the main information to be provided by prompting is:
• what function is going to be triggered;
• what interaction concepts influence the precise function executed;
•what are the alternative functions to choose from.

7 .2 The DCC 2 front panel
For the DCC 2 interface all prompting information is on the front panel. The front panel is
shown in Figure 3.
The functionality is divided into three groups: To the right of the display the function having to do with playing and programming. Underneath the display the functions having to
do with winding. And to the left of the display the functions having to do with making
your own tapes. Between the two groups the impact of the functions and the frequency of
use differs.

7 .3 Prompting the mode
The six mode buttons are of the same size and have been positioned at the same horizontal
position. These buttons behave as radio buttons: the mode is changed by pressing one of
the alternative buttons. The default mode is 'play tracks'. The symmetry in shape and
position in combination with the switching of the LEDs has to make users realize that they
have to select between these buttons. The label 'tape contents' has no immediate meaning
to users and is open for improvement. The supported global functions are hard to grasp for
users. The label 'edit' also has no immediate meaning to them but users figure it out by
looking at the labels of the corresponding switch. Also the meaning of the label 'select idle
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Display: see Figure 1 on page 16.

track' is not clear. The experiment shows that some user think that 'scan tape contents' has
something to do with programming instead of 'select idle track'.

7 .4 Prompting the switches
The positioning of the switches makes it clear what switch belongs to what mode button.
A small line between the mode buttons and its switch links the two. The labels 'scan',
'forget' have no immediate meaning to users. Users do not form the intention for these
functions. The other labels are quiet clear and also the options to choose from are obvious.

7 .5 Prompting the winding functions
The six winding buttons are labelled 'begin', 'previous', 'backward', 'forward', 'next'
and 'end'. All six buttons also have a symbol. Although these symbols do not quit match
with the standard for audio systems, users have no problem understanding the function
triggered by the buttons.
The fact that pressing 'previous' in the middle of a track, caused the target position to be
set to the beginning of that track (and similarly in record mode 'next' jumps to the end of
that track) at first came as a surprise to some users. Behavior and label do not match. Later
on users simply accepted this behavior.
When users get somewhat more experienced on the interface, they sometimes start to mix
up the 'previous' with the 'backward' button and the 'next' with the 'forward' button and
visa versa. Six similar buttons on a row probably contributed to this. Since the 'backward'
and 'forward' buttons are used less frequently (actually only needed for the split function),
they could be made smaller and placed somewhat out of line. This has been done on the
front panel of the final interface proposal.
In order to get users to hold down the winding buttons for a longer period, the label 'press
and hold' was put above the keys. Often users missed this label. The 'press and hold' strategy was therefore little used for the 'next' and 'previous' buttons. When pressing the
'backward' and 'forward' buttons for a short time, there was hardly a noticeable effect.
Users were so sure that they had to use these keys, they discovered the 'press and hold'
strategy.

Users had no problem realizing they were manipulating the target position: 'next' and
'previous' buttons were pressed again before the recorder had finished winding.
The fact that the behavior of the 'next' and 'previous' buttons differed in record mode was
not prompted to users. Users also did not realize this and never found out.

7 .6 Prompting of changing the tape or track name
The buttons for manipulating the cursor are labeled 'left' and 'right' . They also have an
arrow pointing to the left or to the right. Since these buttons are close to the display, users
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notice the movement of the cursor. The 'press and hold' strategy for the 'left' and 'right'
keys is not prompted. Users are unlikely to discover it unless they give it a try because of
the similar behavior of the 'next' and 'previous' buttons.
The rotary switch for changing the character indicated by the cursor is labeled 'a-z, 0-9'.
The label was positioned above the switch and sometimes missed by users. In searching
for some buttons to change the name or character users encounter this switch and notice its
effect because it is close to the cursor keys and also to the display. Users easily notice that
the character changed depends on the cursor position.

7.7 Prompting function activation
After having selected a function users at first expect something to happen. Since nothing
happens they explicitly form the intention of starting function execution. The labels 'execute' and 'confirm' fit with this intention. The experiments show that this strategy works
fine.
In order to show that the wind buttons and the activation buttons share the property that
they make the recorder do something, they are all on the same line and are larger than the
mode buttons on the front panel. The two most important activation buttons are double
sized.
In order to make users realize what will happen when they press an activation button, lines
are drawn between the activation button and the switches. In this way it is made clear that
the function executed depends on the active mode and the position of the corresponding
switch. On the front panel in the horizontal direction the different options are shown, in
the vertical direction the relevant buttons are connected by lines. The experiments showed
that users were well aware of these dependencies. The consequence though was not
always clear that the position of a switch only mattered in case its mode button was active.
Some other confusion was due to the horizontal lines, leading to wrong associations
(switches with other switches). In the final proposal they are removed.

On the front panel there is no indication that the function to be executed is also determined
by the target position. Yet users had no problem realizing this. This is probably due to their
familiarity with analog cassette recorders.

7.8 The front panel of the final interface proposal
The front panel of the final DCC user interface proposal is shown in Figure 4.
The final interface proposal, removes the switches for 'rename' and 'tape contents'
because this functionality has been dropped. Also the horizontal lines have been removed.
The idle track column has also been removed. A button label 'black/white track' has been
added instead. If the 'play tracks' mode is active, this button changes the color of the track
indicated from black to white or vice versa.
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Display: see Figure 2 on page 18.

8. Cancellations: users changing their mind
When users after function execution come to the conclusion that the effect were what they
intended, they will be looking for ways to undo the effect. Therefore, the system should
also offer the inverse function whenever possible. However, users can also change their
mind immediately after triggering a function. Therefore, in case it takes the system considerable time to execute a function, users should be enabled to cancel execution at any
moment. Also when supplying some information is very cumbersome for users, it is advisable to have a way of cancelling the information supplied so far and get back to the starting position. On the other hand the system should prevent that this 'precious' information
is discarded unintentionally.

8.1 Cancelling function execution
If it takes the system considerable time to execute a function, users should be enabled to
cancel an unintended function. In the DCC 2 interface users can stop these kind of functions (i.e. scan tape, record, erase, play and wind) by pressing the 'stop' button. Users did
not have any problem in understanding the meaning of the 'stop' button.

Some users also wanted to cancel function execution by pressing again the activation button. This is probably due to the burning LEDs on these buttons: users want to switch these
LEDs off by pressing the same button again (i.e. they wanted to use these buttons as a toggle). An additional factor may be the large distance between the activation buttons and the
'stop' button. This strategy was not supported by the recorder; this did not cause trouble
because users noticed nothing happened and turned to the 'stop' button.

8.2 Altering function execution
During playback the winding buttons can be used to indicate another target position where
playing should be resumed. Most users however preferred the safe strategy of first stopping the play function, than winding towards some target position and finally restarting the
play function.
During function execution all other buttons are simply ignored. So users cannot change
the active mode nor the target position (except for playback). A problem was posed by the
switches: the system cannot prevent interpretation and feedback on turning the switch.
Therefore the recorder always handled the switches not involved in the function executed.
In case the switch belonging to the active mode was changed, this caused the function execution to be stopped. The only exception to this rule is the play function since a sensible
interpretation of this user action can be made: the recorder will simply continue playing
with or without a track selection.

8.3 Cancelling a new name
Changing a name with the help of the cursor keys and the character switch can be very
cumbersome, though the interaction structure is straightforward. Because it takes consid37

erable effort, it is advocated to provide a way of cancelling the new name and return to the
old name.
An additional issue with rename is that users sometimes forget to confirm the rename
action: they think the action is completed after they have provided the name. This is probably because the display looks as if the track already has got the new name.
To solve these issues the following strategy was devised: Cancelling the rename action is
done by pressing the 'stop' button, confirming the rename action is done by pressing the
'execute' button. In case the user has changed a name and presses any button not involved
in the rename procedure, an error message was given indicating these two options. So
because activating and escaping the rename procedure is not very intuitive, the user is
more or less trapped in the rename procedure as long as the name is changed while the
route of escape is indicated in the form of an error message. In this way the risk of unintentionally loosing a new name is minimized.
A third issue with rename is that some users did not realize they had to change the new
name. Therefore in case the user triggers the rename function without having changed the
name, an error message is provided.
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